
Homework Helpers

Grade K
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Draw 2 more trees that are shorter than these trees.
Count how many trees you have now.

Write the number in the box.

On the back of your paper, draw somethmg that is shorter than the refrigerator.

/My kitty stands beside
the refrigerator. The
refrigerator is so taH!
Kitty is much shorter

refrigerator.

N

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 1: Compare lengths using taller than and shorter than with aligned and
non-aligned endpoints.
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Using the 1-foot piece of string from class, find three items at home that are shorter than your piece of string

and three items that are longer than your piece of string. Draw a picture of those objects on the chart, Try to

find at least one thing that is about the same length as your string, and draw a picture of it on the back.

Shorter than the string

/ /

i \L ----i rL__k’” ‘L_— .—. e

ingblotruck,
and Sam’s sippy cup are all
er than the string.

I

Longer than the string

arethestrintos
in my room. My bed, my rug,
and my jump rope are longer
than the string!

2 Lesson 2: Compare length measurements with string. WREKA
MATH
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Take out a new crayon. Use a red crayon to circle objects wah lengths shorter than the crayon. Use a blue
crayon to circle objects with lengths longer than the crayon.

EUREKA
MATH

I can use longer than and shorter
lengths.

Sm
‘a

- __ __

N
I compare the length of my
crayon with the length of this
shape. My crayon is shorter.

j

Lesson 3: Make a series of longer than and shorter than comparisons. 3
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coint 5 cubes on this
5-stick.
—

—Nr_i

Lesson 4: compare the length of linking cube sticks to a 5-stick. EUREKA
MATH

Use a red crayon to circle the sticks that are shorter than the 5-stick.

Use a blue crayon to circle the sticks that

4
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Circle the stick that is shorter than the other.

My Hstick is shorter than my 6 -stick.

My 6 -stIck is longer than my H -stick.

can compare using my
new math words shorter
rthan,

Draw a stick that is between a 3-stick and a 5-stick.

LL
Draw a stick that is longer than your new stick.

My 7-stick is
y4-sti!

Draw a stick that is shorter than your new stick.

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 5: Determine which linking cube stick is longer than or shorter than the other. 5

I count the cubes in this
stick. There are four!
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Color the cubes to show the length of the object

The watermelon
is shorter than
sfick.

6 Lesson 6: compare the length of linking cube sticks to various objects. EUREKA
MATH

I I

I compare the piece of paper to
the stick. The paper is about

the same length as 4 cubes.r

smfl I
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These boxes represent cubes.

he 3-stick and the
2-stick together to
1ake a 5-sticky

How many cubes did you color? ç
Together, my 3 cubes and 2 cubes are the same length as 4.) cubes.

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 7: compare objects usng the same as. 7

Color I cube green. Color 4 cubes red.
Together, my green 1-stick and red 4-stick are the same length as

_____

cubes.

I
Color 3 cubes yellow. Color 2 cubes blue.

N

—I
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Draw an object that would be heavier than the one in the picture.

I’d rather carry a pencil in my
backpack than a heavy dictionary.

much lighter!

8 Lesson 8: compare using heavier than and lighter than with classroom objects. EUREKA
MATH

1’
L
It’s easy for me to pick up the
notebook. But, 1 can’t pick up
Daddy. He’s too heavy.
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Draw something inside the box that is heavier than the object on the balance.

n

An orange is lighter
than a pineapple. It’s
easier to carry. It
weighs so little, I can
pick up more than
one. can even throw
it

EUREKA
MATH’

Lesson 9: Compare objects using heavier than, lighter than, and the same as with balance scales. 9

‘0’
A bowling ball is
heavier than a shoe.
It takes so many
muscles to pick up a
heavy bowling ball,

Draw something lighter than the object on the balance,

N
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are the sa

cen,

The feather is as heavy as H pennies.

( I’m curious! wonder if the
crayon really is as heavy as
6 pennies? I can use a
ce sca Ic to te st this, I

Draw in the pennies so that the crayon is as heavy as 6 pennies.

10 Lesson 10: compare the weight of an object to a set of unit weights on a balance scale. EUREKA
MATH
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Draw linking cubes so each side weighs the same.

[ I count b cubes
in this

1’ draw 1 more cube to
balance the weight. Both
sets weigh the same!

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 11: Observe conservation of weight on the balance scale. 11

H
rTTT

1Ocubes
are heavy! I
drawthesame
number of

cubes on the
opposite side.
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cancomparethe
weight of the apple
with the weights of sets
of different objects.

The apple is as heavy as 3 cupcakes.

Lsthesameappl&J

The apple s as heavy as 2 sneakers.

It takes more cupcakes
to balance the weight of

PIe thfl sne
kers*

12 Lesson 12: Compare the weight of an object with sets of different objects on a
balance scale.

EUREKA
MATH
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Each rectangle shows 8 items. Circle two different sets within each. The two sets represent the two partsthat make up the 8 objects.

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 13: compare volume using more than, less than and the some as b pouring. 13

I know that a set of 3
and a set of 5 make 8,
and a set of 4 and a
set of 4 make 8.

c,2015 Gre,t M,,ds. eurek-”thc’g
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Within each rectangle, make one set of 8 objects.

nt1Oircle8ofthemJ

14 lesson 14: Explore conversation of volume by pouring EUREKA
MATH

L There are 9 clouds. I circle 8 of
them. It’s like 8 is hiding inside of 9. j
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Cirde 2 sets within each set of 8.

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 15: Compare using the same as wfth un[ts

52O15 Grez M od reka-rrrntForg
G(-M34IWN 1.3.0-092015

15

I Iknowthat4and4make8,
nd6make8.



4S )ryof

Cover the shape with beans. Count how many, and write the number in the box.

j

16 Lesson 16: Make informal comparison of area. EUREKA
MATH

can fill the circle with
beans and then count to see
how many fit, I think it will
be a lot because the beans
are pretty small!

Beans

We’ve only arnedto
numbers to 10 so far. So, I asked

up to help me wrfteJ
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Draw straight lines with your ruler to see if there are enough flowers for the butterflies.

connect each butterfly I I Each butterfly gets one
flower! That means there
are enough!

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 17: compare to find if there are enough. 17

Then I keep going to see if
there are enough flowers
for every butterfly.
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r’ijy’ ‘S.’; a r s

You have 3 dog bones. Draw enough bowls so you can put 1 bone In each bowl.

090
rican drawl bowl for each bone. To help
I meflgureitoutidrewthebonesfirst.
There are 3 bones and 3 bowls.

18 tamn 17. Compare to find If there are enough. EIJRhI(A
MATK

nisa.aaa..t s



Draw straight lines with your ruler to see if there are enough hats for the scarves.

Are there more or ?

Write the number of
These sets are not the same

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 18: compare using more than and the same as. 19

flThere are not enough hats! There are more scarves than hats!
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A •A. ry ci Ia isIt

tIcoued6aps7enI
counted 6 ants. These sets are
the same!

20 Lesson iS: compare udng more thort and the some oc. EUREKA
MATH

‘a
I

I
p

a
Write the number of

Write the number of

Are there the same number of as 1,s? circieSor
No.

are enough apples for each ant! I
@2015 Great Minds, eureka math erg
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tiocrtwork ‘Itipe Ac.or of inits

I can draw one more bug so there are
the same number of bugs as leaves!

EUREKA
MATH

tesson 19: compare usingfewer thon and the some os. 21

C

Draw another bug so there are the same number of bugs as leaves.

.1
-a

ii

In the box below, draw 6 hearts

Draw triangles so there are fewer triangles than hearts

fl

Draw circles so there are the some number of circles as hearts

I

3

Itvefewer
triangles than hearts
because I drew 6 hearts,
and I only drew 3 triangles! I I

02015 Great Minds esrnka-rath.srg
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On the first chain, color the first 4 beads orange.

On the next chain, color more than 4 beads purple.

How man beads did you color purpie? Write the number in the box

know that 7 is more than 4 because
the purple row of beads is longer!

I can make a row with more
than 4! First I make a row the
same sire and then I just color

metomer.I

purple beads is more than 4.

Draw a chain with more than 5 beads but fewer than 9 beads.

I start by making 5 beads, and then I add more, one at a time Before

an9,

22 Lesson 20: Relate more and less to length. EUREKA
MATH

DEXDXDCZEXXZ)

ICXDO
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Which has more? The

Circle the set that has more.

&
ora

wt’ iwo’t S
r tar tti

N
4
The set of ducks has more. I know

I because I count 6 ducks and only
4 bunnies. 6 is more than 4.

Draw a set of 3 kittens. Then draw some puppies. Are there fewer kittens or fewer puppies?

A
I know there are fewer puppies. I
draw the 3 kittens, and then when

Lraw
the pes,isrnp at 2.

EUREKA
MATW

Lesson 21: compare sets informally using more, less, anclfewer. 23

I
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Count the fish. In the next box, draw the same number of bowls as fish.

00000

earethesamenumberbowlssW.

24 Lesson 22: Identify and create a set that has the same number of objects. EUREKA
MATH
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How many snails? Eu

_j Thereare4snails!

cc
Hves

and the: are.

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 23: Reason to identify and make a set that has 1 more.

r2015 Grent Minds eereka-nrntborg
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25

Draw a leaf for every snail and one more leaf.

How many leaves?



A cYy

sr 1)

Count the set of objects, and write how many in the box.

Draw a set of triangles that has 1 less, and write how many in the box. As you work, use your math words less

than.

F I count B kites. Let me think

less is 7. So, I draw 7 triangles.

Nf

tPA1
4J_________

Iess than 8.

26 Lesson 24: Reason to identify and make a set that has 1 less. EUREI(.A
MATW
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Count the objects in each line. Write how many in the box. Then, fill in the blanks below. Use the wordsmore than to compare the numbers.

orethan7.

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 25: Match and count to compare a number of objects. State whch quantity
is more. 27

-- •1 ..: L> *‘

_________

is more than
7
I. I can see that there is 1 more cat!

Then I counted 7 pandas and 8 cats. I

532015 Great Mnds erekrath.org
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Count the objects in each line. Write how many in the box. Then, fill in the blanks b
elow. Say your words

less than out loud as you work.

e%. If Itried to put each ball of ya rn

28 Lesson 26: Match and count to compare two sets of objects. State which quantity is less. EUREKA
MATH

,, /

H is less than

_________

There are not enough baskets for each

ball of yarn to have a partner!

‘ 2015 Grew Mir,ds eureka-reathorg
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Draw a tower with more cubes. Draw a tower with fewer cubes.

I can make a tower with more cubes.
just make it taller! The first tower
has 3 cubes, so I made a tower with

Li more. My tower has 4 cubes.

can make a tower with fewer cubes.
I just make it shorter! The first tower
has 6 cubes, so made mine with only
3 cubes. 3 is less than 6.

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 27: Strategize to compare two sets. 29

is more than 3
3 is less than 6

H is more than 3
Li

is less than

_______

L I
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Visualize the number in Set A and Set B. Write the number in the sentences.

is more than -3---,

Set B

3 is less than -—&—

He
6 in my he6morethan1han

ess thanihand. 6is more than 3.

30 I,esson 28: VsuaHze quantities to compare two numerals. EUREKA
MATH

SetA
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Draw a line from each container to the word that descnbes the amount of liquid the container is holding.

Empty

thatwhen the
liquid is to the top, it is full.
Coffee is hot. If the mug
were full to the brim, you
might burn your mouth I

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 29: Observe cups of colored water of equal volume poured into a variety of
container shapes.

31

Full Not Full

I see some liquid, but it
is not to the top. So,

ottleis2ll.

I know that when
there is nothing in a
container, it is empty.

c2Ci5 Gre,t 5nds erek, rethcg
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Color 5 apples.

I

There are 10 apples in all,

I colored J apples. I color 5 of them.

I can count the rest to see
how many more to make 10.

I need to color more to make 10.

32 Lesson 30: Use balls of clay of equal weights to make sculptures. EURIKA
MATH
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Read the following directions to your child to make a house:
• Draw a square as wide as a fork.

• Draw a triangle on top of the square as tall as your pinky for the roof.
• Draw a rectangle as long as your thumb for the door
• Draw 2 square windows each as long as a fingernail.

j

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 31: use benchmarks to create and compare rectangles of different lengths tomake a city.

52O15 Grt Ms,d. ereka-rath org
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Hmm...let me look at my plnky to
see how tall the roof should be.
Yes, that looks about right!

1



Circle groups of dots. Then, fill in the blanks to make a number sentence.

and 3

j

34 Lesson 32: Culminating task—describe measurable attributes of single objects. EUREKA
MATH

if
3 dots are circled.

The other 3 are not.

I count 6 dots in all.

is

Make your own 6-dot card. Circle some dots, and then say,”

zLIEEE6EJ

and

______

is

_____
____
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